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From: Bill Simpich (bsimpich@gmail.com)

To: projectjfk@yahoo.com

Date: Saturday, July 31, 2021, 05:24 AM CDT

Compare the envelope addressed to the nonexistent 3613 Hurley address (left) - with the arrival notice alleging
that an attempt was made to deliver the envelope to Marguerite Oswald's then-current 1410 Hurley address
(right) - both containing the same certified mailing number.

Compare the 4/26/60 notice by the Marine brass addressed to 3613 Harley (left) with the Warren Commission's
observation that the envelope was addressed to 3613 Hurley (right).

As the deadline approached, Marguerite responded to the 4/26/60 notice on June 10. She asked to be informed of
the basis for the proceedings, as well as a stay of the hearing because "I have no contact with him". She added
that "after hearing from you I will be willing to act in his behalf."

Contrast the envelope above with the arrival notice for certified mail #2154584 - supposedly informing the
addressee that a certified letter is waiting for pick-up at the post office, is addressed to Marguerite's then-current
address: "Lee Oswald - 1410 Hurley - Fort Worth".

Such a mail arrival notice is typically prepared by the sender - the sender can write any address desired and simply
stick the arrival notice in the file.

You can ignore the arrival notice - some Marine spook prepared the arrival notice just the way he wanted it. And
the envelope was sent certified mail to the nonexistent 3613 Hurley address, where nobody got it and it was
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returned to the Marines marked "unclaimed".

Part 3:   Begin at the phrase "I believe LHO was coached to indicate to Snyder", to get right into the heart of my
analysis - or you can start at the beginning and read the whole chapter on how Oswald's discharge was
downgraded due to dirty tricks by the Marines that took away his right to a fair hearing in 1960 - John Connolly's
refusal to overrule the Marines cost LHO the loss of to his "GI Bill" benefits.

Part 7:   Begin with the section "Oswald had legend makers precisely because he and his wife presented a
perceived threat to national security", or, again, you can read the whole chapter that culminates in the letter to Allen
Dulles right after 11/22 from whom I believe was Mary Bancroft.   This letter undercut any serious effort to
investigate the Paines - they were depicted as ruling class figures, entitled to a pass.

The possible Mary Bancroft document
https://www.maryferrell.org/showDoc.html?docId=145772#relPageId=5

Part 12:  I think the whole chapter is worth reading - but the key part is how J. Lee Rankin, the general counsel for
the Warren Commission, flagged four stories that troubled him the most...the sightings of who I believe was an
Oswald imposter (and other key people impersonated as well) by:

1.  The Irving grocer Leonard Hutchison, 
2.  The Irving barber/FBI informant Cliff Shasteen, 
3.  The Albert Bogard/Jack Lawrence story of LHO at the Lincoln-Mercury dealership underneath the Triple
Underpass, and
4.  The Sports Drome shooters in Grand Prairie, where Michael Paine was now living.

Like the phony calls from "Oswald" in Mexico City, these imposter sightings destroyed any coherent storyline in the
JFK story, and "pulled the evidence farther apart" - as Tink says, "all other cases except JFK come together once
the evidence is in".

Epilogue:   The first half is the important part - you can skip the summaries of the twelve legend makers - I'm
asking you to look at the "Oh-my-God" stuff and suggest what I might do with it.  

I think there should be a hard look at how LHO was brought into this case because of the notion that Oswald
wanted to get even with "John Connally" for taking away his benefits - a storyline that ultimately was never used.

Similarly, Allen Dulles' manipulation of de Mohrenschildt and the Paines, FBI agent Bob Odum's manipulation of
the Paines and key evidence that framed Oswald, and the final impersonation involving Lee, Marina, and Mrs.
Paine's car(?!) changes the arc of this story

SPOTLIGHT

The 12/2/63 enclosure I believe Bancroft wrote to Dulles.  (attached below)

Attached page 27 - 12/6/63 Dulles letter to Bancroft and two subsequent letters about Mark Lane and about Marina and
Ruth.

The Appropriate Action powerpoint, attached.
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